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a b s t r a c t
We ﬁnd non-commutative inspired electrically and magnetically charged black hole solutions in Euler–
Heisenberg non-linear electrodynamics. We analyse the weak energy condition and show that it is
satisﬁed in opposition to the commutative case. We also obtain the shadow associated with these metrics
that may be susceptible to observation.
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1. Introduction
A quantum theory of gravity is a central challenge nowadays.
A certain number of proposals exist to analyse quantum effects
in gravitational ﬁelds (loop quantum gravity, string theory, noncommutative geometry, matrix geometry). All of them cover several aspects at different levels and complement each other; this
interplay provides us with useful insights into the whole picture.
In some of these approaches, the structure of space–time is assumed to lose its continuum character. Such discretisation implies
generalised uncertainty principles that are natural consequences of
a quantum theory of gravity where we have a set of coordinate
and momentum operators with a discrete spectrum. In the general
case, the commutation relations among the coordinates and momentum operators imply the existence of a minimal length [1].
This length serves as a natural cutoff that removes divergences
from the theory.
If we want to implement commutation relations among spatial
coordinates only, we may use a star product that is a consequence
of the commutation relations and replaces the standard point-wise
multiplication of functions. The use of star products to encode
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non-commutative effects generally leads to perturbative calculations. More recently, an approach [2] based on non-commutative
coherent states allows the analysis of non-perturbative effects. This
analysis, initially motivated by calculations in non-commutative
quantum ﬁeld theory [3,4], showed that a non-commutative Gaussian smeared distribution is the appropriate replacement for the
point-like behaviour of particles usually present in a commutative
setup.
In General Relativity this idea allows the construction of noncommutative inspired black holes. These objects have the standard properties associated with black holes, but they are regular at the source of the gravitational ﬁeld; they possess an inner
de Sitter core that cures the curvature singularity. Nowadays, we
know a rich variety of non-commutative inspired black hole solutions. They include the non-commutative inspired Schwarzschild
and Reissner–Nordström (RN) metrics [5,6]. More recently, the
Kerr and Kerr–Newman solutions have been obtained using a
modiﬁed Janis–Newman algorithm specially tailored for the noncommutative framework [7].
On the other hand, non-linear electrodynamics extends our
knowledge of the electromagnetic ﬁeld and its physical effects. It
is a natural consequence when looking for a solution to the selfenergy problem of a point charged particle. The Born–Infeld (BI)
electrodynamics [8] is the ﬁrst example of this. It is also a natural outcome when taking into account loop corrections in QED for
instance, where the Euler–Heisenberg (EH) electrodynamics [9] be-
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comes relevant. Both electrodynamics describe phenomena outside
the realm of standard Maxwell’s equations. The recent observations
of Sgr A* indicate that a massive black hole lies at the centre of
the Milky Way, and this feature is believed to be present in the
majority of the active galactic nuclei known to date. We expect
then modiﬁcations on the behaviour of particles at the vicinity of
these supermassive black holes; in this regard, the orbital motion
of photons is a useful tool to determine the shadow of the black
hole [10–14]. Furthermore, since the medium around the black
hole involves matter interacting not only gravitationally but also
electromagnetically, the existence of jets of charged particles is a
common phenomenon, we also expect effects due to non-linear
electrodynamics to be present as well. Previous results in this direction may be found in the literature [15,16].
To gain more insight into the aspects mentioned previously,
we consider in this work non-commutative inspired charged black
holes in EH electrodynamics. We include non-commutative effects
by using smeared distributions of mass and charge, and we choose
to work with EH non-linear electrodynamics because it contains
all the characteristic features present in more complex non-linear
electrodynamics, such as BI electrodynamics. Furthermore, from a
practical point of view, it is more amenable to give us analytic
results. The use of more advanced interferometers opens the possibility to observe a black hole directly in the future and to test
models and theories analysing the quantum structure of spacetime
at microscopic length scales.
We organise this Letter as follows: in Sec. 2 we construct the
corresponding non-commutative inspired black holes, and we analyse the weak energy condition in Sec. 3 and we investigate how
the non-commutative parameter affects the shadow of the noncommutative inspired black holes in Sec. 4. We end with some
remarks and perspectives in the Conclusions.
2. Non-commutative inspired black holes with electric and
magnetic charge from Euler–Heisenberg electrodynamics

R μν −

2

e .m.
],
g μν R = 8π [Tμν + T μν

(1)

where

Tμ ν := diag (h1 , h1 , h3 , h3 ),

(2)
e .m.

is a non-commutative energy–matter tensor and T μν is the standard electromagnetic tensor. The function h1 in Tμ ν is given by

h1 := −ρm (r ) = −

M
2
e −r /4θ ,
3
/
2
(4π θ)

(3)

where θ is the non-commutative parameter and h3 := (r 2 h1 ),r /2r
is such that the conservation law ∇μ Tμν = 0 holds; the normalisation of ρm (r )



d

d x ρm (r ) = M,

ds2 =


− 1


2m(r )
2m(r )
dt 2 + 1 −
dr 2
− 1−
r

r

+ r 2 d,

(5)

where d := dϑ 2 + sin2 ϑ dφ 2 , coupled to the EH Lagrangian

L E H = −x +

A
2

x2 +

B
2

y2 .

(6)

Here x := 14 F μν F μν , y := 14 F μν F μν are the relativistic invariants
of the electromagnetic ﬁeld, and F μν is the electromagnetic tensor;
the relation between the above coeﬃcients is B = 7 A /4. Using a
Legendre transformation, a dual description of the EH Lagrangian
is

A

L̂ E H = s −

2

s2 −

B
2

t2,

(7)

up to terms linear on A and B. Here s := − 14 P μν P μν , t :=

− 14 P μν

P μν are the dual relativistic invariants of the electromagnetic ﬁeld, and P μν := −(Lx F μν + L y F μν ) are the Plebanski
variables [21–24]. The standard Lagrangian uses the electric ﬁeld
E and the magnetic induction B while the dual description uses
the displacement ﬁeld D and the magnetic ﬁeld H . In the purely
electric charged case the invariants y and t vanish, meanwhile in
the purely magnetic case the invariants x and s vanish. This duality transformation also holds in the non-commutative case because
the structure of the EH Lagrangian is not modiﬁed.
2.1. Non-commutative inspired electric solution
For the electrically charged case we solve the non-commutative
conservation laws

∇μ P μν = 4π J μ ,

Non-commutative inspired models are solutions of the modiﬁed
gravitational ﬁeld equations [3,4,2,5,6,17–20]
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(4)

gives the mass of a classical point-like source of the gravitational
ﬁeld. In the commutative limit θ → 0, the smeared distribution
ρm (r ) becomes a Dirac delta function.
The motivation and justiﬁcation of these smeared distributions
to encode non-commutative effects were ﬁrst discussed in the context of quantum ﬁeld theory and afterwards extended to the gravitational arena in the static and rotating scenarios [3–5,2,7,20]. In
the following sections, we solve the non-commutative ﬁeld equations assuming a static spherically symmetric spacetime

where



Jμ = Qe

(8)



2
e −r /4θ

(4π θ)3/2

, 0, 0, 0 ,

(9)

is a source for the electric ﬁeld having a non-commutative origin.
This source basically replaces the point-like behaviour of the delta
function by an electrically charged smeared distribution depending
on the non-commutative parameter. The solution to Eq. (8) is then
given by the non-commutative inspired Plebanski variables

2 Qe
P μν = √
γ
π r2



3 r2


δ[0μ δν1] ,

,

2 4θ

(10)

where γ (a, z) is the lower incomplete gamma function [25]. The
relevant ﬁeld equation is now

m,r
r2

=

1
2

2
−
P 01

1
8

M
2
2
+ √ 3/2 e −r /4θ .
A P 01
2 πθ

(11)

The non-commutative inspired electrically charged black hole in
this case is then

ds2 =



4M



− 1− √ γ
r

r
×

ds
s

0

,

π
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2



3 r2
2 4θ
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π r
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where M is the “bare” mass. Using instead the ADM mass [6]
0
0
dσ μ ( T μ
|matt + T μ
|el ),

M :=

Fig. 1. Plot of the non-commutative function f (r ) for values of θ = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 and
0.7 (dashed lines from bottom to top) with M = 1, Q e = 0.5, A = 1. The solid line
corresponds to the commutative EEH spacetime; there is value θcrit above which
the non-commutative solution becomes an everywhere regular spacetime without
horizons.
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identity [25] γ ( a2 + 1, z2 ) = 2a γ ( a2 , z2 ) − za e −z to obtain the second equality. Fig. 1 shows a generic plot of the function f (r ); the
non-commutative solution is regular at the origin and there is a
value θcrit above which the non-commutative solution becomes an
everywhere regular spacetime with no horizons. In the commutative limit θ → 0, we recover the commutative EEH metric [26]

r

M
2
e −r /4θ ,
s2 + √
2 π θ 3/2

3A

ds2 =

π2 r



(17)

Therefore, the non-commutative inspired magnetically charged
black hole is

4 A Q e4



sin ϑ δ[2μ δν3] ,

2 4θ

where s is deﬁned as



,

2 2θ

γ4


2

2 4θ

2 

3 s2

π r2

3 r2

,



1 Q e2



and the ﬁeld equation to be considered now is then

ds2 = − f (r )dt 2 + f (r )−1 dr 2 + r 2 d,

f (r ) =

3 r2

,

π

we have

+



2
F μν = − √ Q m γ

(16)

2.2. Non-commutative inspired magnetic solution
The magnetic charged solution is deﬁned by the non-commutative inspired electromagnetic tensor

(20)

As previously, this metric can be rewritten in terms of the ADM
mass M as deﬁned in Eq. (13); we obtain then a metric similar
to Eq. (14) where f (r ) is exactly the same function as in Eq. (15)
but with Q e replaced by Q m . The non-commutative charged EEH
metrics are related by the same functional expression as it happens
in the classical case.
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Fig. 2. Plots of the ﬁrst and second energy conditions for values of θ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3
and 0.4 (dashed lines from top to bottom) with M = 1, Q e = 0.5, A = 0.1 (noncommutative EEH black hole with one horizon).

Fig. 3. Plots of the ﬁrst and second energy conditions for values of θ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3
and 0.4 (dashed lines from top to bottom) with M = 1.02, Q e = 1, A = 0.3 (noncommutative EEH black hole with three horizons).

3. Weak energy condition

m,r =



We recall ﬁrst that the strong, dominant and weak energy conditions are

• Strong Energy Condition (SEC): T μν t μ t ν ≥ 12 T μ μ t ν t ν for any
timelike vector t μ ,
• Dominant Energy Condition (DEC): T μν t μ t ν ≥ 0 and T μν t ν
must be timelike or null for any timelike vector t μ ,
• Weak Energy Condition (WEC): T μν t μ t ν ≥ 0, for any timelike
vector t μ .
The DEC is often recast as T ≥ | T | with i , j = 1, 2, 3; it implies
the WEC, which is often expressed as the conditions
00

m,r ≥ 0,

2m,r ≥ rm,rr .

ij

(21)

We consider now the WEC in our model and without loss of generality, we focus on the electric solution. Due to the presence of
the lower incomplete gamma function, an explicit expression for
the above inequalities is rather cumbersome and not illuminating.
For this reason, we show instead in Fig. 2 the generic plots for a
solution with a single horizon and in Fig. 3 the plots for a solution with three horizons. We remark that in these plots, the two
conditions associated to the WEC are satisﬁed everywhere for the
values chosen for the parameters.
The electric charged EEH solution is regular at the source. It is
a known fact that regular solutions violate the SEC, meanwhile the
WEC may or may not be satisﬁed. Let us focus on the behaviour
near the origin; a straightforward calculation shows that for r → 0,
we have

√

A α Q e4 + 16π 2 θ 5/2 M − 4 2π 3/2 θ 2 Q e2
32π 5/2 θ 4


r2

+ O (r 4 ),
2m,r − rm,rr =



√

9 A α Q e4 + 144π 2 θ 5/2 M − 4(4 + 9 2)π 3/2 θ 2 Q e2
576π 5/2 θ 5

+ O (r 5 ).


r4
(22)

From these expressions we see then that the non-commutative
EEH solution Eq. (15), and also its magnetic counterpart, does satisfy the WEC in a region near the origin depending on the values
of the parameters
M , Q e , A and θ ; a rough condition for this be√
haviour is
θ M ≥ 0.263Q e2 . This result is in contrast with the
commutative EEH solution where the WEC is always violated near
the origin. It is also a straightforward calculation to show that the
EEH non-commutative inspired black hole satisﬁes the null energy
condition.
4. Shadow of the non-commutative Einstein–Euler–Heisenberg
black hole
As astrophysical objects, black holes provide useful insights in
the structure of space–time. We now address the formation of a
shadow for the non-commutative inspired black holes in EH electrodynamics. From the metric we obtain the Lagrangian

2L = − f (r )ṫ 2 + f (r )−1 ṙ 2 + r 2 θ̇ 2 + r 2 sin2 θ φ̇ 2 ,

(23)
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Fig. 4. (a) is a plot of the condition determining the existence of circular photon
radial orbits; the solid line correspond to the commutative case with M = 2, Q =
1.9 and A = 0 (RN) and the dashed lines (from bottom to top) correspond to the
values θ = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. (b) shows the forbidden regions for rays for θ = 0
(red region) and θ = 0.4 (green+red region). The domains of recapture of rays are
the curvilinear triangles C D V and A B V for the commutative and non-commutative
cases respectively (the vertical axis has been scaled for illustrative purposes).

Fig. 5. (a) is a plot of the condition determining the existence of circular photon
radial orbits; the solid line correspond to the commutative case with M = 1, Q =
0.5 and A = 1 (EEH) and the dashed lines (from bottom to top) correspond to the
values θ = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. (b) shows the forbidden regions for rays for θ = 0
(red region) and θ = 0.237 (green+red region). The domains of recapture of rays are
the curvilinear triangles C D V and A B V for the commutative and non-commutative
cases respectively (the vertical axis has been scaled for illustrative purposes).

where a dot denotes derivative with respect to the aﬃne parameter. This Lagrangian provides the starting point to the analysis of
orbital motion of test particles and its value determines the orbits under study; for massive and null orbits we have 2L = +1, 0
respectively.
Due to the independence of the metric on the time and azimuthal variable, in general there are two conserved quantities of
motion

we identify the effective potential

pt = − f (r )ṫ = − E ,
p φ = r 2 sin2 θ φ̇ = L ,

(24)

related to the energy and angular momentum of the test particle.
In the following we consider the existence of a shadow and therefore restrict ourselves to the case of photon orbits (L = 0). Solving
for ṫ and φ̇ from Eqs. (24) and substituting into the Lagrangian, we
obtain the equation

ṙ 2 + f r 2 θ̇ 2 +

L 2 f − E 2 r 2 sin2 θ
r 2 sin2 θ

= 0.

(25)

Since we are dealing with spherical symmetric solutions to the
ﬁeld equations, the associated shadow of the non-commutative
EEH black hole will be circularly symmetric. In consequence, we
can ﬁx θ = π /2, θ̇ = 0, knowing that the results are then valid in
general. Therefore, with this choice and from the previous equation

V e f f (r ) = L 2

f
r2

− E 2.

(26)

Circular photon orbits at a radius r ph are then determined by the
conditions V e f f (r ph ) = 0 = V e f f ,r (r ph ), or equivalently

b2 =

r 2ph
f (r ph )

,

r ph f ,r (r ph ) − 2 f (r ph ) = 0,

(27)

where b := L / E is the impact parameter. In terms of the function
m(r ), the last equation becomes

r ph [m,r (r ph ) + 1] − 3m(r ph ) = 0.

(28)

In Figs. 4(a) and 5(a), we plot the left hand side of Eq. (28)
with M = 2, Q = 1.9, A = 0 (RN) and M = 1, Q = 0.5, A = 1 (EH)
respectively for various values of θ . From these plots we see that
there is a precise value above which the left-hand side of Eq. (28)
does not vanish; the absence of roots for this equation is an indication that the non-commutative black hole solution becomes
a spacetime that is regular everywhere and has no horizons. In
Figs. 4(b) and 5(b) we show the allowed regions for the escape
of photons along the lines of [27]. In the non-commutative case,
points inside the curvilinear triangles A B V (C D V in the commutative case) correspond to rays with an apse; these rays cannot
escape and fall into the black hole. On the contrary, all rays to the
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5. Conclusions
We have constructed the non-commutative inspired static electric and magnetic charged black holes coupled to Euler–Heisenberg
non-linear electrodynamics. For that purpose, we considered noncommutative smeared distributions that replace the point-like behaviour of sources.
The non-commutative generalisation of the electrical charged
EEH spacetime is quite straightforward using the modiﬁed ﬁeld
equations. The appearance of lower incomplete gamma functions
in the metric is a characteristic feature of these kinds of solutions, providing the mechanism for a non-singular behaviour at
the location of the source. The non-commutative inspired magnetic
charged EEH spacetime has the same functional form as the noncommutative inspired electrical charged EEH spacetime.
The charged non-commutative inspired EEH metrics show several interesting aspects. The non-commutative terms certainly affect the horizon radius and the non-commutative corrections are
relevant in connection with holographic superconductors [28]. For
our models, we showed that the weak energy condition is satisﬁed in a region near the source depending on the values of
the parameters M , Q e , A and θ . This signiﬁcant result is a natural consequence of the use of non-commutative distributions of
mass and charge: these classes √
of spacetimes possess an inner
de Sitter core at distances r ∼ 2 θ , the space–time is not globally hyperbolic, and the associated cosmological constant, with a
pure non-commutative origin, is responsible for the non-singular
behaviour of the solutions.
We also addressed the formation of shadows for the non-commutative inspired EEH metrics. The non-commutative shadow
seems to give small corrections to the classical result; this modiﬁcation may be susceptible to observation using new generation
interferometers and it is relevant when probing quantum effects
in gravity. It would be interesting to extend the present analysis to
non-commutative inspired models where rotation is present.
Acknowledgements
AM acknowledges support from DAAD.

Fig. 6. Detail of the shadow of the non-commutative inspired EEH black hole with
M = 2, Q = 1.9. (a) shows the case for A = 0 (RN) with θ = 0, 0.4, 0.6 (from outer
to inner). (b) shows the case for A = 1 (EEH) with θ = 0, 0.4, 0.6 (from outer to
inner). In each case, for convenience, the radius of the shadow is given by the ratio
bnc /bcomm between the non-commutative impact parameter and the commutative
value.

right of the point V escape to inﬁnity. The value of r at the point
V gives then the size of the shadow of the non-commutative black
hole.
The non-commutative correction to the commutative value r ph
seems to be small. Further analysis shows that the value of r ph for
the non-commutative black hole, either RN or EEH, is less than
the commutative one; the difference in these values is slightly
more visible when the EH electrodynamics is turned on. Regarding the impact parameter b, we can use Eq. (27) to evaluate it in
the non-commutative case. It is seen that we have now a smaller
shadow associated with the non-commutative inspired EH black
holes. As mentioned before, the correction is small: in Fig. 6(a),
the impact parameter has the values 8.3523, 8.3521 and 8.3417 for
θ = 0, 0.4, 0.6 (from outer to inner) when A = 0 (RN); in Fig. 6(b),
it has the values 8.3538, 8.3536 and 8.3432 for θ = 0, 0.2, 0.237
(from outer to inner) when A = 1 (EEH).
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